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Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur adipiscing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor
incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua

About TradingScout

We founded TradingScout because we love
Footstock and we want to be part of the journey
as it grows.  Footstock has had huge growth over
the last 12 months and we saw a gap in the
market for trusted tools that will enable you to get
the most out of your Footstock experience.  We
want to fill that gap.  Our initial launch in July 2020
provides you with a free online tool that provides
a single point of access to tools that help with
Multi-Player Roulettes, Virtual Tournaments and
Virtual Battles.  But we have bigger plans and
more tools are in the pipeline that will support you
with all aspects of Footstock - from trading cards
to picking teams for real life football matches.  

Our committment is that we will continue to
evolve the tools as Footstock evolves and grows.
With your feedback and support we hope that we
can grow the product, grow the market and
provide simple, easy to use tools that can be
used and accessed on desktop and mobile - by
beginners or pro's.

 

 

 

Where Player Trading meets Fantasy
Football.  

Footstock combines daily fantasy football
with the ability to buy and sell players on

the Footstock Market, all alongside
Footstock games that can be played

24/7.

If  you haven't tried Foostock then you can
JOIN HERE and will receive a Joining Pack

of £10 in tournament coupons and 50
bonus players.  No deposit required.  

 

What is Footstock?
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Our Virtual Match Assistant will help you see the player statistics for the starting lineups of those teams in Footstock
VIrtual Tournaments and Virtual Battles.  We've created a simple 3 step process that enables you to select the 11 Home
and 11 Away team players from the published line-ups on either desktop or mobile.

Notes: The VMA is a guide only and does not guarantee victory.  Footstock have not published how the Virtual Battles are con�gured but we are working
directly with them to ensure that we can provide you with as accurate statistics as possible as both of our platforms develop.  Our VMA tool uses data that
is updated on a daily basis which may mean that some players displayed in Virtual Battle lineups who have become inactive or have changed teams are not
displayed in our VMA.  As the VMA is displaying the more accurate information we aren't able to accomodate this but we recommend you select an 11th
player as a replacement who is likely to have low statistics such as a reserve goalkeeper.

The statistics are updated daily following any real life games
from the previous day.  Once you have selected the players
you will be presented with the team statistics such as PPG
(Points Per Game), Average Goals Scored and Conceded Per
Game based on the last 19 games statistics for each of the
players.

For each of the players you will then see the percentages for
Goals and Assists - so it that team scores the chance of each
player scoring or assisting for that goal will be shown.  Finally
we include a PPGB (PPG Base) �gure which is the PPG score
for each player with the removal of points allocated for goal
based events (e.g. goals , assists, clean sheets), yellow and red
cards, wins and minutes played.  This �gure provides a guide
to players who may score highly for PPG even if their team
doesn't win, score or keep a clean sheet.

Virtual Match Assistant
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Pick a team in minutes....
The Footstock Virtual Battles have a 5 minute reservation period
to keep your slot.  From our Beta Testing traders took an average
of 3 minutes to pick their teams using the Virtual Match Assistant
on both mobile and desktop.
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Daily Updates!!
We update the player statistics and prices daily to ensure that
you are always using information that is as up to date as
possible.  The win and profitability margins can be f ine so we
think this is key to giving you the most chance of success.

Multi-Player Roulette Statistics
Our multi-player roulette tool allows you to quickly and easily see the win percentages and prices of all of the
currently Active players on Footstock.   Because we update all the statitics daily you can use the most up to date
information to inform your roulette choices for any style of roulette tournament.

We have 3 different ways to compare the statitics: 

All Players: Suitable for tournaments of 8 players of more where any player can be chosen

Player Category: Suitable for 2 and 4 player tournaments where selections are limited to certain player categories

Speci�c Players: Suitable if you want to see who is best at beating a certain opponent

The price that we use is the average of the Buy Price and the Sell Price from the latest daily update.  This is the
same Price that is used by Footstock to value your portfolio and we felt that this was therefore the best option to
use.  In a small number of circumstances we may adjust a price where difference between the Buy and Sell price is
large and would obscure the data - for example where there is a new active player who has an extremely high Buy
Price due to the low market activity for that player.  In these circumstances we will set the Average Price at the Sell
Price.

Note: The roulette statistics that we produce are to be used as a guide only and do not guarantee victory.  Footstock have not yet published how the
roulette games are generated  and so our percentage estimates currently assume an even distribution of out�eld player statistics within tournaments and
exclude Goalkeepers to provide what we believe to be a more indicative indication of the win percentages that will arise.  We are working directly with
Footstock to ensure that we can provide you with as accurate statistics as possible as both of our platforms develop.
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Keep up to date with all the daily price and PPG
movements on our Movers page.  We update
the information daily so that you can monitor
the market and the impact that the previous
days games have had on the player PPG score.

Try TradingScout on your mobile
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Movers - Price and PPG 

TradingScout can be accessed on both a
desktop and mobile device with a tailored

experience for each device. 

You can also save a link to TradingScout on
the home page of your mobile device to give

you quick and easy access next to your
favourite Apps
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THANK YOU
We welcome your feedback and questions

Please get in touch using the links below

 @tradingscout

 @tradingscout
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